MERCER TORRE DEL REMEI
CONTEMPORARY LUXURY AT LA CERDANYA

A PALACE OF PEACE IN DREAM-LIKE SURROUNDINGS, ONLY 2 HOURS AWAY FROM BARCELONA
The Mercer Torre del Remei is a marvellous 5*GL hotel located in Bolvir, a picturesque town of La Cerdanya, in the privileged
environment of the Catalan Pyrenees and the Cadí-Moixeró Natural Park.
Surrounded by a superb 3-hectare garden with centennial sequoias, a magical place in any season, the Torre del Remei
is a modernist palace from 1910 designed by the architect Calixto Freixa -disciple of Gaudí- as a present from the banker
Agustí Manaut to his daughter.
More than 25 years ago, the stately house was converted into a luxury hotel. And now, respecting its essence and the serene
beauty of the surroundings, Mercer Hoteles has tailored the space to adapt it to their personal vision of contemporary luxury
in order to satisfy the highest guests expectations.
Mercer philosophy is based on the combination of the cultural heritage and the unique personality of our luxury hotels buildings,
with the excellence of a service exclusively focused on overcoming the highest expectations of our guests. Therefore, we
bring together the tangible with the intangible to create unforgettable experiences with every stay, with the unmistakable mark
#MercerStyle.

The Mercer Hotel Torre del Remei is a haven of luxury with 24 exclusive rooms and suites, distributed between the palace from
1910 and the annex ‘Masia’ building –the old stable-, surrounded by a beautiful garden and with views of the National Park
of Cadí-Moixeró. The rooms have been carefully reformed with refined interior design, incorporating modern amenities for the
absolute comfort of our guests.

HAUTE CUISINE AT THE MERCER HOTEL TORRE DEL REMEI

Carles Gaig is a model of Catalan cooking, recognized with a Michelin Star since 1993. With more than five decades on the
front lines of haute cuisine, he is considered a classic among his clients and a master among his colleagues. From Barcelona
to La Cerdanya, Gaig moved his signature cuisine to continue surprising his guests in the restaurant GAIG of the Mercer Hotel
Torre del Remei, with its elegance and sobriety.
The Mercer Torre del Remei is, without a doubt, one of the most beautiful places in Catalonia to say “i do”. An idyllic, photogenic
and exclusive setting for a wedding in style, with a complete counselling and a service that will make your special date a
romantic, emotional and unforgettable memory.

The Mercer Hotel Torre del Remei is an icon of the hotel industry that offers its clients luxury facilities, as a design cocktail bar,
a pleasant reading room or a heated outdoor pool...

Mercer Hotel Torre del Remei
Camí del Remei, 3
17539 Bolvir, Gerona (Spain)
Tel. +34 872 609 400
reservas@mercertorredelremei.com

